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Foreword 

In 1995, the Philip Lee Phillips Map Society of the Library of Congress was founded to 

promote the Geography and Map Division’s collection, to assist with acquisitions, and to gener-

ally share knowledge and history about maps and the history of mapmaking.  From the start, I 

envisioned the Society as a gathering of collectors, scholars, professionals, and curious layper-

sons.  The hope was that the Geography and Map Division would benefit from their insights, 

experiences, and donations to enhance the collection with the purchase of maps that may have 

been beyond the Division’s acquisitions budget and to organize lectures and conferences as a 

means to both learn from experts and to allow audience members to engage in lively discus-

sions of topics related to geography and maps.  I am proud of the tremendous impact the Socie-

ty has made, and I am confident that it will continue to do so in the future.  A testament to our 

success is the fact that we have raised more than a million dollars to date, held numerous con-

ferences and lectures, and have published The Occasional Papers series and a quarterly news-

letter that reach a membership of some 500 map enthusiasts.   We are active, visible, and suc-

cessful thanks to our great members.  

The Occasional Papers series was inaugurated in 1998 with Richard Stephenson’s sem-

inal essay on Philip Lee Phillips, the prime mover in the establishment of the Geography and 

Map Division.  Phillips laid the division’s foundation during his tenure as Superintendent of the 

Hall of Maps and Charts from 1897 to 1924.  It seems most fitting that we return to him with 

our eleventh edition of The Occasional Papers, as new information has become available.  

We learn from this installment that Phillips, who had no formal training as a librarian, 

needed guidance to become an ambassador for the Library and encouragement to apply his 

knowledge of maps to acquire them from vendors and private collections, which until then had 

reached the Hall of Maps and Charts typically through Copyright deposit.  Phillips, though ini-

tially timid when meeting sellers, emerged as one of the foremost experts in map librarianship 
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in the country.  

This paper’s author, Cheryl Fox, is a specialist in the Library’s Manuscript Division.  

Through a conversation with her, I discovered she was writing about the history of acquisitions 

at the Library and had researched and written broadly on the subject.  After we examined some 

of Phillips’ material housed in the Geography and Map Division Vault, I asked her if she was 

willing to work with us to develop a paper specifically on Phillips.  Her efforts have expanded 

our knowledge of our group’s namesake.  We have reproduced some of the most interesting 

maps and materials that Phillips selected personally while on acquisitions trips in the American 

South and Europe, which helped to widen and deepen the Library’s holdings, making it one of 

the premiere collections of cartographic materials in the world.  

Ralph E. Ehrenberg 

Chief, Geography and Map Division 
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Preface 

I first began research on Philip Lee Phillips in order to learn more about the members of 

Librarian of Congress Herbert Putnam’s staff in the early years of his tenure.  Phillips devel-

oped his specialty as a map librarian by almost single-handedly rescuing the maps and atlases 

from the mass of unsorted Copyright deposits and other miscellaneous materials stored in the 

U.S. Capitol.  He intuitively developed a classification system and innovative storage methods 

that became standard for cartographic libraries, and some of which are still in use today.  Phil-

lips created bibliographical resources such as his List of Maps of America in the Library of 

Congress, first published in 1901, and the authoritative reference assistance he provided to 

members of Congress and federal agencies.  Phillips, however, seemed reticent to travel on be-

half of the Library to acquire important early cartographic works and other maps, atlases, and 

publications that the Library had not acquired through Copyright deposit.  He demurred when 

Putnam first suggested a trip in 1899; however, he incorporated some collecting during a 1903 

trip he made with his new wife to cities he lived in as a boy, New Orleans and Mobile.  In 1905, 

he traveled with his wife to Europe carrying U.S. State Department credentials as a delegate to 

the International Congress for Reproduction of Manuscripts, Coins and Seals in Liège, Bel-

gium.  Whatever self-doubt Phillips felt, this recognition of his status and the success he had in 

collecting for the Library marked an important development in his career.  Phillips made other 

acquisition trips, but none were as significant as these first two trips in terms of the importance 

of the material he acquired for the collection and the achievement they marked for Phillips as a 

cartographic librarian.  Indeed, the Washington Post dubbed him “The King of Maps,” in a pro-

file published just after his trip in 1905. 



I am grateful to Ralph Ehrenberg and the Philip Lee Phillips Map Society for the oppor-

tunity to present this article and to Ryan Moore for his advice during the editorial phase of de-

velopment. 

Cheryl Fox 

Manuscript Specialist 

Library of Congress 
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The King of Maps



Figure 1  Title page from Abraham Ortelius’ 1570 edition of Theatrum 
Orbis Terrarum.  Considered the first modern atlas, it was purchased by 
Phillips in 1905 while in Europe.  The atlas contains 53 maps with de-
scriptions.  Such acquisitions helped make the Geography and Map Divi-
sion the nation’s premiere cartographic collection.  
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Introduction 

Philip Lee Phillips (1857-1924) became the first chief of the Hall of Maps and Charts 

shortly after the new Library of Congress Thomas Jefferson Building opened in 1897.  The self-

trained map librarian had struggled for twenty years to organize and make accessible the piles 

of maps and atlases in the overcrowded quarters in the U.S. Capitol, and the new location made 

it possible to properly arrange and store the collection.  Two years later, the appointment of 

Herbert Putnam (1861-1955) as Librarian of Congress began an era of increased acquisition of 

maps and materials for the Library as a whole.  This enrichening of the collections resulted 

from Putnam’s strategy for Phillips, and other trusted Library experts, to travel the country and 

the world to acquire materials and to develop professional relationships.  After an apprehensive 

start, Phillips lived up to Putnam’s expectations and purchased important cartographic rarities.  

This legacy lives on today in the division.  Figure 1  

Phillips has been the subject of previous scholarship.  Richard W. Stephenson described 

Phillips’ work and importance to the Library of Congress in his article, “A Separate Apartment 

for Maps and Atlases in the Library of Congress,” while Charles Seavey described Phillips’ col-

lection development in “Philip Lee Phillips and the Growth of the Library of Congress Map 

Collection, 1897-1924.”  This paper traces how Putnam initiated acquisitions trips at the Li-

brary of Congress and helped Phillips develop his skills as chief of the Map Division.  It ex-

plores Phillips’ first acquisition trips, during which he purchased materials that documented the 

Civil War on his 1903 trip to Alabama and Louisiana, and the numerous rare and contemporary 

cartographic materials he purchased on his 1905 trip to Europe.  It also reveals a lesser known 

personal side of Phillips, namely his family ties to the Confederacy and his struggles with de-

pression. 
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Figure 2  Eugenia Levy Phillips (1819–1902), mother of Philip Lee Phil-
lips and a twice imprisoned Confederate sympathizer.  Photo from A Belle 
of the Fifties. New York. Doubleday, Page & Company, 1904. General 
Collections, Library of Congress  

http://www.loc.gov/rr/main/
http://www.loc.gov/rr/main/
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Southern Origins 

Phillips was from a prominent southern, Jewish family.  His mother Eugenia Levy was 

the daughter of businessman Jacob C. Levy, and his father Philip Phillips was the son of Ger-

man immigrant Aaron Phillips.  His parents, both born in Charleston, South Carolina,  were 

married in 1836.  Phillips’ father advanced his legal and political career by moving to Mobile, 

Alabama.  He was elected to Congress in 1853, and the family relocated to Washington.  His 

father decided not to stand for re-election in 1855 but stayed in the capital to pursue his legal 

career.  The next year, Phillips, the youngest of eight children, was born.  

In 1861, the Civil War began, and the Phillips family home in Washington, D.C. was on 

the frontline, threatened by Confederate forces in neighboring Virginia.  Despite living in the 

federal capital, Eugenia openly expressed her sympathies for the Confederacy.  Figure 2  Phil-

lips was just four when military officers entered his home near Lafayette Square.  They placed 

Phillips’ father, a Unionist, but supportive of his wife, under house arrest on August 24, 1861.  

His mother and his two oldest sisters, twenty-one-year-old Fanny and nineteen-year-old Caro-

line, as well as Eugenia’s sister were imprisoned for a month in the attic of Confederate spy 

Rose O’Neil Greenhow’s home.  Phillips’ father used his political connections to lobby Secre-

tary of War Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of State William Seward, and Union General Winfield 

Scott for permission to leave Washington with his family for the Confederate city of New Orle-

ans, where he opened a law office.  Within months, however, the Union defeated the Confeder-

ate garrison in New Orleans, beginning a long occupation of the strategic port city.   

Once again Phillips’ mother found herself in trouble, because of her Confederate sympa-

thies.  She was arrested for openly expressing contempt for the Union forces and was impris-

oned on Ship Island for three months.  After the war, the Phillips family, including the nine-

year-old Philip, returned to Washington, bringing their memories and no doubt bitter feelings of 

the war and Eugenia’s captivity.1    
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In 1867, Phillips’ father re-established his law practice in the busy capital, now three 

times its pre-war size.  Even though the family's wealth was a fraction of what it was before the 

war, they made a smooth transition.2   This fact was evidenced by Phillips’ enrollment at Co-

lumbian College between 1871 and 1874.  Without explanation, however, he never completed 

law school nor any other field of study.  In 1875, Phillips’ father arranged for a position for his 

youngest son at the Library of Congress and also paid his salary, unbeknownst to his son, for 

four years until Philip Lee acquired enough knowledge to be a productive employee.  In 1878, 

the family occupied a home at 1707 H Street, NW.  In 1884, at the age of 76, Phillips’ father 

died; William Hallett Phillips, known as Hallett, and Phillips, the two youngest children of the 

family, continued to live with their mother Eugenia.  Phillips remained in the house until his 

death in 1924. 

Phillips was initially hired at the Library of Congress to catalog materials, but he soon 

developed an interest in the cartographic items that had “accumulated in heaps upon the floor, 

in vaults, in closets, and in attics — the medley familiar to all who visited the Library between 

1875 and 1897.”3  Phillips took responsibility for finding these materials and making them ac-

cessible to patrons.  His efforts were recognized by Librarian of Congress John Russell Young 

who appointed Phillips Superintendent of the Hall of Maps and Charts.4  In 1897, Phillips and 

staff members sorted and arranged thousands of maps, atlases, globes, and other cartographic 

materials on the second floor of the Jefferson Building, initiating storage and description stand-

ards that remain in use today.  This was Phillips’ first opportunity to assess the strengths and 

weaknesses of the map collections; he authored a report that included specific recommendations 

for acquiring needed material for the collections through exchange, transfer, duplication, and 

purchase.5       

Even as Phillips achieved professional success, that same year he suffered the tragic per-

sonal loss of his older brother Hallett, who drowned May 9 near Mt. Vernon.  On orders of As-
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sistant Secretary of the Navy Theodore Roosevelt, a close friend of Hallett’s, a ship from the 

Navy Yard joined numerous rescue boats already combing the Potomac for the body.  Washing-

ton Harbormaster John R. Sutton led the systematic search of the area, resulting in the recovery 

of Hallett’s body the next day.  The family’s shock and sadness at the unexpected death of Hal-

lett, a prominent Washington attorney like his father, must have overshadowed Phillips’ own 

success.6   

Putnam as Mentor 

When Putnam became Librarian of Congress in 1899, he made an assessment of all the 

current employees of the Library, including Phillips, the Superintendent of Maps.  Putnam’s 

journal devoted only a few lines on a single page to Phillips, who Putnam noted had no academ-

ic degree and whose only record of employment was at the Library.7  Putnam would soon come 

to appreciate, however, that Phillips had an incredible knowledge of cartography and geogra-

phy.  Phillips, however, downplayed his role stating, “It has been my pleasure at odd moments 

spared from other duties to catalogue [the Library of Congress] collection [to help in settling 

questions concerning geographic matters.]”8  On the contrary, Phillips’ expertise by that time 

was far more than “odd moments.”  The extent of his knowledge of the maps collection and his 

vision for building it are evident in his 1897 and 1898 annual reports that include assessments 

of the research value of the collection, his proposed classification outline, recommendations for 

storage and repair, plans for the publication of catalogs, and his statement of collection develop-

ment goals.9  

Putnam and Phillips shared a vision for the Library of Congress to be the premiere 

source of knowledge and information serving Congress, American libraries, and researchers 

everywhere.  In descriptions of the division, Phillips noted especially the importance of the map 

collection for resolving boundary disputes, crafting foreign policy, and planning for the contin-
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ual expansion of the nation’s infrastructure.  He made expert geographical resources and defini-

tive cartographic information widely accessible through bibliographical publications, such as 

his 1901 List of Maps of America in the Library of Congress, a compilation of his work since 

the 1870s.  The condition and access of the collection had been greatly enhanced by Phillips’ 

arrangement scheme and special storage conditions.  Despite these very positive steps forward, 

the Library and Map Division lacked a sophisticated acquisitions network to secure rare and 

valuable items.   

Putnam first wanted Phillips to assess the Library’s map collection in comparison to 

other American cartographic repositories.  Phillips traveled to inspect various American re-

search libraries in 1897 to review their collections and facilities in comparison with the Hall of 

Maps and Charts.  Phillips must have felt gratified to see how well his collection compared to 

the others.  “There is nothing like the Library of Congress map collection,” he concluded.10  

This finding, together with Phillips’s bibliographic and arrangement expertise, led Putnam to 

request an increase in Phillips’ salary from $2,500 to $3,000.  Putnam, who waited to fill the 

Manuscript Division and Music Division chief positions until Congress increased those salaries, 

suggests that Phillips had proved himself to deserve the same.  He wrote: 

The case of the Chief of the Division of Maps and Charts, Mr. P. Lee Phillips, rests up-

on a special basis.  The material in this division comprises 64,921 maps and charts, one 

of the largest collections in existence, and the largest and most important in existence in 

relation to America.  The service that it has rendered and may render is not merely a ser-

vice to general scholarship, but a highly important practical and direct service to our 

Government, in proportion largely to the qualities of the assistant in charge, as evi-

denced in connection with the Alaskan and Venezuelan boundaries.  The present em-

ploys (sic) has been in the service of the Library for 25 years.  It is he who has succeed-
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ed in extricating this material from the general mass, in classifying and making it availa-

ble.  He has an exact and prompt knowledge of it not shared by any other person in the 

force.  He is a hard worker…This division should, in my judgement, be ranking with the 

leading divisions in the Library in its importance and responsibility.11 

Finally in 1903, the increased salary for Phillips was approved.  Putnam sent Phillips a telegram 

with the news, stating that the approved salary increase of “$3,000.00 was in the bill.”12  De-

spite the affirming raise in pay, there were professional librarian skills that Phillips had yet to 

develop, particularly professional networking and direct acquisitions from vendors and private 

collections. 

Directive for Acquisitions Trips 

Librarian Putnam was well qualified to establish an ambitious program of collection de-

velopment and outreach.  He was initiated to the book trade by his family, which included two 

generations of publishers and booksellers.  Putnam’s father established a publishing firm in 

London in 1841, which his brothers took over as G.P. Putnam’s Sons in 1872.  Putnam had 

traveled abroad to purchase books as director of the Minneapolis Public Library and later as di-

rector of the Boston Public Library.  So it was with confidence that Putnam wrote in his 1901 

Annual Report of the Librarian of Congress that the materials the Library needed could be ob-

tained:  

[O]nly by a personal visit to [a book] shop.  Such a visit often secures also special terms 

which could not be secured through correspondence, and, indeed, is necessary to ensure 

even the receipt of the catalogues actually issued.  It has to be made by a representative 

of the Library at least once a year.  It was made by the Librarian last year, and for this 

year has just been concluded by the Chief Assistant Librarian, Dr. Spofford.  With refer-

ence to such trips, as well as to aid in the decision on items in auction catalogues, lists of 

desiderata in various subjects are constantly in course of preparation.13  
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Preventing the purchase of duplicate items was a concern.  In most cases, staff members 

were instructed not to pay for items outright; rather, they were to send lists of items recom-

mended for purchase to the Library’s Order Division.  The list would be checked against the 

Library catalog, and the price was referenced against other dealer catalogs to ensure that it was 

reasonable.  A subject specialist might be asked to weigh in if the material was in their area of 

expertise.  Documentation of acquisition by purchase was essential to justify congressional 

funding.  As such, Putnam directed staff members on acquisitions trips to document the shops 

and facilities they visited, the contacts they made, and the materials they acquired.  Initially, 

Putnam included lists of important purchases compiled by the Order Division in his annual re-

ports, but later, he found it too expensive to continue publishing them.14   
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Mobile and New Orleans 1903 

While on his first acquisitions trip to the Deep South in 1903, Phillips drew upon his 

personal experience and family contacts to collect documentation of the Confederacy.  The trip 

was originally intended to be personal, as his mother had died in 1902, leaving Phillips and his 

wife Imogen Delalaye Hutchins, whom Phillips married in 1899, to live at the family home on 

H Street.  Although Phillips had planned to travel for personal reasons, Putnam persuaded him 

to also collect for the Library while on his trip.  Putnam wrote in a February 17, 1903 memo, 

“You are requested to visit New Orleans and certain places in Alabama . . . for purpose of cer-

tain investigations and inquiries with reference to certain material of possible interest in your 

Division or to any other portions of the Library.  The time necessary for the trip and investiga-

tion, beginning February 17th, will be considered as employed on official business of the Li-

brary.”15   Phillips had his wife accompany him and introduced her to his family origins while 

in Mobile and New Orleans.16 

Phillips advertised his mission to collect for the Library by sitting for newspaper inter-

views first in New Orleans, where he stayed two weeks at the home of his older brother, attor-

ney John Walker Phillips.17  In the February 27, 1903 Times-Democrat article, “Seeks Library 

Lore,” Phillips described his three-part mission as “accumulating material for the Library, recu-

perating from a long attack of illness, and enjoying the Carnival season just ended.”  The illness 

was depression, which he tried to alleviate throughout his career by taking leaves of absence 

from work.  On this occasion, the month of rest and relaxation seemed to improve his spirits, 

and Phillips offered a very positive description of the Library and his work, emphasizing the 

Library’s national significance as a repository for current and future researchers.  Phillips visit-

ed librarian William Beer of the New Orleans Public Library and Howard Memorial Library.  

In the past, Phillips and Beer had exchanged duplicate items from their respective collections.  

He spoke with noted local history collectors Gustav Cusachs and S.J. Shwartz of New Orleans; 
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Rev. Archibald C. Harte, the General Secretary of the YMCA; and P.J. Hamilton of Mobile.  In 

the March 12, 1903 edition of the Mobile Daily Register, Phillips modestly described his role at 

the Library: “I am a map specialist, possibly, and at any rate that special line interests me 

most.”  Phillips added that the recent publication of his definitive List of Maps of America 

would make maps much more widely accessible to cartographers and casual readers alike.   

In Mobile, Phillips stayed with Mrs. Higley, a family friend and probably the widow of 

Confederate General John H. Higley, and visited the noted Confederate author Augusta J. Ev-

ans Wilson, whose neo-Colonial home was called Ashland.  Like Phillips’ mother, Wilson was 

an outspoken supporter of the Confederacy.  Her works of fiction contributed to the creation of 

the Lost Cause, an apologist history of the Confederacy.  She donated a worn copy of her novel 

Macaria that was printed in Richmond during the war on coarse, ersatz paper, which was used 

because of shortages.  Phillips said he was, “pleased to tell her that her works are read more 

than any other works of fiction in the library.”18  She also donated General P.G.T. Beauregard’s 

personal copy of MacDougall’s Theory of War, which she said he carried with him throughout 

the war.  Beauregard had presented the book to Wilson, who came into close contact with Con-

federate military leaders while nursing soldiers in camp hospitals.  Phillips also acquired an im-

portant 1863 map of the Siege of Vicksburg printed by S.H. Goetzel & Co. of Mobile, one of 

the few war-time publishers in the South.  Figure 3  Other important artifacts of the Confedera-

cy that Phillips purchased included newspapers and sheet music printed on wall paper and other 

substitute material.  These items contributed to the Library’s “Confederate Publications” collec-

tion, described in the 1901 annual report.19   



Figure 3  Map showing the Siege of Vicksburg signed by Dora Miller , a 
Southern belle, on July 4, 1863, the date that city fell to Union forces and the 
same day Robert E. Lee was defeated at Gettysburg.  The map was printed on 
wallpaper, as the Confederates were facing extreme shortages.  
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Europe 1905 

A year after his successful trip to the South, Phillips and Putnam discussed the possibil-

ity of making an acquisitions trip to Europe.  Putnam believed that Phillips’ travel was essential 

to build the Library’s reputation among professional colleagues and that the 1905 Exposition 

Universelle in Liége, Belgium, would be an excellent opportunity for Phillips to meet his peers 

and promote the Library and its cartographic collections.  Putnam, elected to his second term as 

President of the American Library Association in 1904, nominated Phillips as delegate to attend 

the exposition and for the July 4 – July 7, 1905 ALA Executive Committee meetings.  Phillips 

and Charles M. Gayley, who was to make a proposal to create an American bureau for repro-

duction of manuscripts, were selected to represent the ALA as delegates to the International 

Congress for the “Reproduction of Manuscripts, Coins, and Seals,” August 20 to 21.  Putnam 

sent Phillips follow-up memos and enclosed a letter from the State Department that “authorized 

and directed” Phillips to attend the congress.  Putnam wrote to Phillips on August 9 with the 

following instructions: 

[M]eet as many as possible of the people there, to advertise your presence there in every 

legitimate way, and to attend the conferences for the sake of being visible at them, even 

though they do not interest you particularly; and later to report them to our Government 

and to join with Professor Gayley in a report of them to the American Library Associa-

tion.20  

Whether Phillips attended the conference remains a mystery. The ALA journal reported 

that Phillips and Gayley represented the organization at the conference, but a report by Phillips 

has not been found and Gayley’s published reports for the Department of the Interior do not 

mention Phillips. 

The remainder of Phillips’ 1905 trip was focused on visiting booksellers and the Li-

brary’s agents.  As with the 1903 trip, Putnam stated that Phillips’ travel would be funded from 
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the “appropriation for the increase of the Library.”21  Putnam initially suggested that Phillips 

should visit Great Britain, Holland, Belgium, and France, with the option to visit Italy.  Phillips 

replied to Putnam on June 23, 1905 with a proposed itinerary of 42 cities in Ireland, Scotland, 

England, Germany, the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Belgium, 

France, and Italy.22  Emphasizing his agreement on the purpose of the trip, Phillips wrote to 

Putnam that he would purchase material, “especially maps and atlases relating to America, to 

strengthen our already large collection.”  These he intended to add to his bibliography, Maps 

Relating to America in the Library of Congress.23  Rare, historic pieces were also to be targeted.  

Phillips would have the chance to personally evaluate editions of Ptolemy’s Cosmographia that 

had been offered for sale to the Library.   

Where Phillips seemed confident in purchasing cartographic items, he turned to Putnam 

to devise a plan to initiate contact with librarians, archivists, and government officials, as well 

as developing a set of talking points to promote the Library and its interests.  Putnam anticipat-

ed these issues and gave very specific advice to Phillips:  

You will . . . take pains to meet as many as possible of the specialists in cartography, 

and to make yourself known to the higher officials of the various institutions that you 

visit, communicating to them information as to what the Library is, and what it is inter-

ested to do and to get, and indicating its desire to be of service to investigators in any 

part of the world.24   

In the same document, Putnam wrote Phillips to “keep a memorandum of every such 

official whom you meet, and a note of any of our publications that might be profitably sent to 

him,” such as Library annual reports and the classification schedules then being developed.  As 

far as potential acquisitions, Putnam directed Phillips to “consider that you act as a general rep-

resentative of the Library interested in improving its collections,” making notes on cartographic 

as well as any other material he might find. 
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Despite Putnam’s request, no report of the trip has been found by this author — and pre-

sumably one might not exist.  Information concerning Phillips’ European trip is documented in 

the form of invoices, letters, and memoranda with Putnam, book dealers, and records from the 

Order Division.  An analysis of Order Division records between August and October 1905, in-

cluding invoices for immediate purchase, booksellers’ lists of items Phillips recommended, and 

other correspondence with shops and firms that he visited, have been used to recreate an itiner-

ary of the shops and cities he visited in Europe.  Only the Order Division invoices or bookseller 

correspondence that specifically state that Phillips made a purchase or recommendation have 

been included; a list of all the items that the Order Division invoiced as being made by Phillips 

during this trip is attached as part of the Appendix.  

On July 13, Phillips and his wife Imogen sailed from New York to Liverpool.25  Phillips 

spent late July and early August traveling in Ireland and then Great Britain.  He visited Dublin 

and the Nassau Massey bookshop in Cork.  In Edinburgh, he visited the map publisher W. & 

A.K. Johnston, Ltd., where he purchased railway and other contemporary maps.  Putnam alerted 

the Order Division that Phillips had visited James MacLehose & Sons and William Brown in 

Scotland.  At MacLehose, a publishing and bookselling firm in Glasgow, Phillips requested that 

their Geographical Books catalog with his notes be sent to the Library.  Many of the items Phil-

lips selected were already in the collection, although two items — Pigot and Co.’s British Atlas 

of the Counties of England, 1830  and Guillaume and Jean Blaeu’s Le Théâtre de monde ou 

Nouvel Atlas, 1644 — were purchased.  At Brown’s, Phillips picked up catalogs and requested 

a report be forwarded to the Library regarding British Army Book of General Orders, August 

1776-September 1776 that was offered for sale.  

In York on August 5, Phillips visited the Eclectic Book Co., where he took notice of 

Philipp Clüver’s  Introductio in universam geographiam, 1711 and George Augustus Baldwyn’s 

A new, royal, authentic, complete, and universal system of geography; London, Sold by A. 
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Hogg, 1794c.  By mid-August, Phillips was in London and had made several purchases that he 

took to the Library’s book agent Edward G. Allen & Son to be sent to Washington.  He sent the 

news on a postcard with a view of London from the Westminster Palace Hotel.    

On August 15, Phillips visited the London book shop of Francis Edwards Marylebone 

and purchased an 1834 copy of Alfred Hawkins's Picture of Quebec; with historical recollec-

tions.  Phillips also purchased eighteenth-century maps of Connecticut and Nova Scotia.   On 

August 28, Phillips visited the London Geographical Institute, where he purchased topograph-

ical maps and contemporary maps of the world and North America.   

Phillips purchased twenty-five maps of America at Henry Stevens Son & Stiles, a Lon-

don bookseller, bibliographer, and publisher who also regularly sold books to American collec-

tors John Carter Brown and James Lenox, as well as the Smithsonian Institution and the Library 

of Congress.  Phillips purchased several maps at Maggs Bros. and the London Geographical 

Institute. 

Despite these visits to booksellers, the trip was not necessarily unfolding as Phillips had 

hoped.  Correspondence between Phillips and Putnam in August suggests that Phillips initially 

struggled to find appropriate materials for the Library.   Putnam responded with characteristic 

compassion and encouragement: “Do not . . . feel disappointed at the meagerness of the direct 

return from your trip in the way of material.  I shall not. The trip should be well worth while, 

even if you bought not a single item in the course of it.”26  Putnam consistently stated that any 

purchases made during the trips were secondary in importance to the development of contacts 

in the book trade that Library staff members made.   

Phillips moved on to Germany and visited Joseph Baer and Ludwig Friederichsen in 

Hamburg.  Friederichsen mailed the Library a long list of items that Phillips recommended.  In 

Leipzig, he visited Otto Harrassowitz, List & Francke, and Karl W. Hiersemann.  Harrassowitz 

offered maps of America from its own stocks as well as items other dealers in the area had sent 
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to the shop for Phillips to review.  Phillips bought maps and charts, and compiled a list of fifty-

one books sent for approval to the Library.  After visiting Hiersemann, Phillips sent a list of 

books and Russian periodicals that he recommended for purchase.  In Munich, Phillips visited 

Ludwig Rosenthal Antiquariat and J. Halle book on September 6.  He purchased three items at 

Halle — Piere Mortier’s Les forces, 1720; L.D. Koeler’s Atlas, 1700; and Amerika, Karte, 

1800.  He traveled to Stuttgart where he purchased maps at Geiger.   

Holland was next, and Phillips traveled to The Hague on September 20 to visit the 

bookseller Martinus Nijhoff, who sold Phillips forty-one items.  In Amsterdam, Phillips ob-

tained catalogs at Frederik Muller & Co. Booksellers.  On to Paris, France, Phillips visited Emil 

Terquem, another important source of materials for the Library, and M. Paul Guenther from 

whom he purchased E. Blochet’s Contribution à la cartographie, 1818; R. Roehricht’s Marine 

Sanudo sen. Als Kartograph Palästinas; and Sainte-Croix’s Observations géographiques.   

Near the end of his trip, on October 15, Phillips stayed at the Hotel Britannica in Venice.    

He purchased books at the Italian lace manufacturer M. Jersurum & Co.  Also in Italy, Phillips 

visited booksellers Ulrico Hoepli in Milan and Attilio Nardecchia in Rome.  Phillips and his 

wife left Europe from Naples and arrived in New York on October 31. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gallery of Maps and Materials 

From  

Phillips’ 1905 European Trip 
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Figure 4  Seat of W ar in New England 1775.  The map’s author is unnamed; however, the 
cartouche states it was created by “An American Volunteer.”  Curiously, the map was printed in 
London in 1775.  In the upper right, a “Plan of Boston Harbour, from an Actual Survey.”   
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Figure 5  From the “Seat of War,” an enlargement of the lower right section 
that illustrates the Battle of Bunker Hill, which was actually fought on Breed’s 
Hill.  Note the three pronged attack by British troops that overran American 
positions and the dramatic depiction of Charlestown in flames.  Maps such as 
this one were targeted by Phillips to enhance the Library of Congress’ carto-
graphic depictions of America throughout history.   
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Figure 6  A new map or chart of the W estern or Atlantic Ocean, with part of Europe Af-
rica & America, showing the course of galleons, flota &c. to and from the West Indies, 1740 by  
Emanuel Bowen.  The map was one of many Phillips sought out to represent early American 
cartography.  Depicted are Robert Blake, England’s architect of naval supremacy, and Edward 
Vernon, a noteworthy English naval commander.  George Washington’s home Mount Vernon 
was named after him, as the first President’s brother served under Vernon.  
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Figure 7  Handkerchief Map of Switzerland by Rudolf Leuzinger .  Map appears to be a 
reproduction of  New map of Switzerland 1872 by the prolific mapmaker Leuzinger.  The 
boundaries of Switzerland are indicated with red lines and Swiss cities with red dots.  The map 
is bordered by beautiful depictions of edelweisses, the national flower of Switzerland and one 
of the best known European mountain flowers.  The Brothers Freuler, based in Ennenda, print-
ed the map.  It  is an example of one of the many alternative formats used to depict cartog-
raphy, which are collected by the Geography and Map Division.   
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Figure 8 To the right honourable, the Earl of Shelbourne, His Majesty's principal Secre-
tary of State for the Southern Department. This plan of the colony of Connecticut in North-
America. Is humbly dedicated by his lordships most obedient humble servt. Moses Park. Novr. 
24, 1766.  The oldest printed map of Connecticut by a resident of the colony.  The engraver and 
printer are unknown.  The colony’s government financed the making of the map and granted 
Park the right to survey on private land — an extraordinary act of government authority for the 
era.  The map was created in order to help improve mail service.  It also speaks to a then land 
dispute between Connecticut and Massachusetts over the towns of Suffield, Enfield, and Som-
ers, which Park squarely placed inside Hartford County. 
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Figure 9  Carte du Lac Champlain depuis le Fort Chambly jusqu'a 
celuyde St. Fréderic, 1740.  This map depicts landowners along Lake 
Champlain prior to the French and Indian War, also referred to as the Seven 
Years’ War.  The map is oriented with west at the top.  The two insets de-
pict Fort Chambly (right) and Fort Saint Frederic, both of which failed to 
stop the British from attacking France’s most important bases in North 
America: Montreal and Quebec.  The map represents early modern French 
cartographic depictions of North America, something Phillips was keen to 
add to the Library’s collection. 
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Conclusion 

 Phillips’ 1905 trip marked a major shift in the collecting history of the Geography and 

Map Division.  Although copyright deposits continued to be the largest source of acquisitions 

during Phillips’ tenure, he noted in the 1906 annual report that 2,119 maps were purchased.  

This significant uptick in purchases was not far behind the 2,375 maps acquired through Copy-

right deposit that same year.  He explained the shift:    

[The] increase in the number of purchased maps and atlases . . . is due to the unusual 

advantages afforded by the opportunity to personally examine the foreign markets and 

secure, from the small dealers not issuing catalogues, much sought for material, which, 

owing to the rapidly increasing demand in this country, is constantly becoming more 

imperfect and expensive.  Many maps hitherto unsuccessfully sought for were thus pro-

cured to enrich and extend the usefulness of this collection and satisfy the demands 

made upon it for early Americana.27   

 Among the manuscript maps Phillips highlighted in his report are Carte du Lac Cham-

plain, 1740 and Carte de Louisiana, 1780, both purchased at Henry Stevens Son & Stiles in 

London.  One of the most interesting of the manuscripts is the detailed Carte du Lac Champlain 

on which the boundaries existing in 1740 are given in connection with the name of the owners 

of the property;  in addition, there are views of Fort Ghambly and Fort St. Frédéric.   

 Phillips was also able to report his success in completing the division’s collection of 

Ptolemy’s Geographia with the purchase of four atlases.  He also acquired the 1570, 1592, 

1595, 1604 and 1684 editions of Abraham Ortelius’ Theatrum Orbis Terrarum and the 1602 

and 1603 of epitomes, or contemporary copies.   The trip also gave Phillips a sense of the Maps 

Division in comparison to its peers.  He found his collection well positioned and wrote in the  

Annual Report of 1906:    

While the above mentioned accessions show in a material way the results of my trip to 
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Europe, I consider of equal importance the inspection of the leading map publishing es-

tablishments and library collection of both maps and the literature of cartography.  With 

reference to the latter, I desire to state that our collection compares favorably with any I 

examined.28  

The experience of travel and interaction with book and map collectors throughout Eu-

rope served as an effective means for Phillips to pursue his vision of elevating the Geography 

and Map Division to the preeminent cartographic collection in the world.  It is very likely Phil-

lips’ newfound sources for acquisition and promotion of the collection would not have been 

possible without the confidence and encouragement provided by Putnam.  The clearly success-

ful model was repeated by Phillips on at least two more acquisition trips to Europe in 1907 and 

1909. 
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Map Figures and Illustrations 

Cover   Postcard sent by Philip Lee Phillips on August 14, 1905 from London that 
reached Washington, DC on August 24.  The view is from the Westminster Palace Hotel. 
The note reads: “A few items am sending by Allen in next installment which have paid 
cash. Please hand to Mr. Welti until my return. Yours P.L.P.”  Manuscript Division, Library 
of Congress. 
 

Figure 1  Title page from the 1570 edition of the Theatrum Orbis Terrarum by Abraham 
Ortelius (1527-1598), a Flemish scholar and geographer.  One of several editions acquired 
by Phillips during his trip to Europe in 1905. Geography and Map Division, Library of Con-
gress. G1006 .T5 1570b  
 
Figure 2  Photograph of Eugenia Levy Phillips (1819–1902) from A Belle of the Fifties. 
New York. Doubleday, Page & Company, 1904.  General Collections, Library of Congress. 
   
Figure 3  The Siege of Vicksburg, its approaches by Y azoo Pass and other routes 
(1863).  Map shows the fall of Vicksburg signed by southern belle Dora Miller on July 4, 
1863.   
The map was printed on wallpaper, as the Confederates were facing extreme shortages.  It 
depicts towns, Fort Pemberton, railroads, drainage, and the location of "Gen. Grant's Army 
75000" opposite Vicksburg.  Brief notes describe the "land lying between the Mississippi 
and Yazoo rivers" and the first and second "inland expeditions of the enemy."  Geography 
and Map Division, Library of Congress. G3984.V8S5 1863 .H3  
 
Figure 4 and 5  Seat of War in New England 1775.  The map’s author is unnamed; howev-
er, the cartouche states it was created by “An American Volunteer.”  Curiously, the map 
was printed in London in 1775.  In the upper right, a “Plan of Boston Harbour, from an Ac-
tual Survey” and in the lower right, an illustration of the Battle of Bunker Hill.  Geography 
and Map Division, Library of Congress. G3721.S3 1775 .S4 Vault  
 
Figure 6  A new map or chart of the W estern or Atlantic Ocean, with part of Europe 
Africa & America, showing the course of galleons, flota &c. to and from the West Indies, 
1740 by Emanuel Bowen.  The map was one of many Phillips sought out to represent early 
American cartography.  Depicted are Robert Blake, England’s architect of naval supremacy, 
and Edward Vernon, a noteworthy English naval commander.  George Washington’s home 
Mount Vernon was named after him, as the first President’s brother served under Vernon. 
Geography and Map Division, Library of Congress, Titled Collection.  
 
Figure 7  Handkerchief Map of Switzerland by Rudolf Leuzinger .  Map appears to be 
a reproduction of  New map of Switzerland 1872 by the prolific mapmaker Leuzinger.  The 
boundaries of Switzerland are indicated with red lines and Swiss cities with red dots.  The 
map is bordered by beautiful depictions of edelweisses, the national flower of Switzerland 
and one of the best known European mountain flowers.  The Brothers Freuler, based in En-
nenda, printed the map.  It is an example of one of the many alternative formats used to de-
pict cartography that are held in the collection. Geography and Map Division, Library of 
Congress, Titled Collection.  
 
 

https://www.loc.gov/rr/main/
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Figure 8  To the right honourable, the Earl of Shelbourne, His Majesty's principal 
Secretary of State for the Southern Department. This plan of the colony of Connecticut in 
North-America. Is humbly dedicated by his lordships most obedient humble servt. Moses 
Park. Novr. 24, 1766.  The oldest printed map of Connecticut by a resident of the colony.  
The engraver and printer are unknown.  The colony’s government financed the making of 
the map and granted Park the right to survey on private land — an extraordinary act of gov-
ernment authority for the era.  The map was created in order to help improve mail service.  
It also speaks to a then land dispute between Connecticut and Massachusetts over the towns 
of Suffield, Enfield, and Somers, which Park squarely placed inside Hartford County.  Ge-
ography and Map Division, Library of Congress.  G3780 1766 .P3 Vault  
 
Figure 9  Carte du Lac Champlain depuis le Fort Chambly jusqu'a celuyde St. 
Fréderic, 1740.  This map depicts landowners along Lake Champlain prior to the French 
and Indian War, also referred to as the Seven Years’ War.  The map is oriented with west at 
the top.  The two insets depict Fort Chambly and Fort Saint Frederic, both of which failed 
to stop the British from attacking France’s most important bases in North America: Montre-
al and Quebec.  The map represents early modern French cartographic depictions of North 
America, something Phillips was keen to add to the Library’s collection.  Geography and 
Map Division, Library of Congress.  G3802.C45 1740 .C3  
 
Figure 10a and 10b Mediterranean Sea, Livorno, 1640. Giovanni Battista Cavallini.  Two 
charts, half-joined at the backs and folded within oak covers.  The first shows the Mediter-
ranean and part of the Black Sea, with insets of the east and west hemispheres; the second 
depicts part of the eastern Mediterranean, with the Aegean Sea and Archipelago.  The latter 
is signed and dated by Cavallini, drawn on vellum with west at the top.  This beautiful pair 
of Portolan charts were illustrated in the style of Joan Oliva of Livorno, of whom Cavallini 
was a student.  The charts are adorned with roses and ornamental frames of scales.  Scrolls 
frame the names of the continents.  The most striking image is that of the Crucifixion of Je-
sus of Nazareth that is situated in southern Spain.  Note the advance of the Islamic world 
into the Balkans and North Africa.  This handsome map was obtained by Phillips while in 
London from E.G. Allen & Son for the price of £65.  Geography and Map Division, Library 
of Congress. Vault Vellum Map Collection, No 17.  
 

Back cover  State Depar tment credentials for  Philip Lee Phillips to act as an official 

representative at the International Congress for the Reproduction of Manuscripts, Coins and 

Seals held at Liege, Belgium in 1905.  Phillips was selected by the American Library 

Association to attend the meeting, along with Profesor Charles Gayley, to speak on behalf 

of American interests.  Manuscript Division, Library of Congress.   
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Appendix I 

1903 Acquisitions Trip 

1903 Trip Purchases 

 The Massachusetts Gazette, vol. 1, Tuesday, May 14, 1728 through Tuesday, May 6,
1783, no. 1-52 
 Manuscript letter relating the capture of General Grant, August 6, 1862
 The Daily Citizen, Vicksburg, June 13, 1863
 Wall paper copy of The Daily Citizen, Vicksburg, June 18, 1863
 The Daily Southern Crisis, Jackson, Mississippi, January 25, 1863
 The Memphis Appeal, December 13, 1862
 Map of the siege of Vicksburg and Mobile, 1863 on wallpaper (Unique)
 Four sheets of music published at the South during the war

Phillips 3/23/03 letter states “The eight articles were purchases by cash payment of $6.05” 
but seems to refer to the above. 

1903 Trip Recommendations for Purchase 

 National Gazette, Philadelphia, Pa., P. Freneau, vol. 1, August 1, 1792 – May 8, 1793, no.
1 – 79, 105-134, 136-141, 143-147, 150-159 $30.00 
 “Acts and resolutions of the 1st session of the Provisional Congress of the Confederate
States,” 1861 
 140 photo portraits of Federal and Confederate generals in uniform 0.10/each
 The Phoenix: or Windham Herald, March 29, 1794 to December 17, 1796, volume 1-4
(offered by Thomas N. Gilmore, 610 Camp Street, New Orleans) 50.00-60.00 
 Patent on parchment, 1817, signed by [James] Monroe, J.Q. Adams, and Richard Rush
(offered by Thomas N. Gilmore, 610 Camp Street, New Orleans) 
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Appendix II 

1905 Acquisitions Trip 

Acquisition—83239. Eclectic, York. Offered 8/5/1905 

 Baldwyn (Geo. Augustus), A new royal authentic, comp.ill., 1794

Acquisition—83441. 56 items, E.G. Allen. Purchased 8/12/1905. 
 Plan of NE London and Plan of SW London
 Plan of London
 Pocket atlas and guide to London
 Central and South Africa
 Central Europe
 Strand War map of Far East
 Political Africa
 Contoured England and Wales
 Tourist England and Wales
 Tourist Scotland and Tourist  Ireland
 Physical Ireland
 Naturalist Ireland
 Cyclist’s road map of Ediburgh
 Cyclist’s road map of Glasgow
 Pocket plan of Ediburgh
 Pocket plan of Glasgow
 Handy atlas o the World, o.p.
 Handy touring atlas of the British Empire
 Handy atlas of the British Empire
 Century atlas
 Comparative atlas
 Wall map of South Africa
 Folio atlas of Edinburgh
 Small American map and prints
 Penn and the Indians
 Beschruving van Spanjen
 Stockdales description
 Ortelius maps
 English on Lake Champlain (returned)
 Map of Lake Champlain
 General Amherst
 Old map of Hollands. Portulano
 D’Anvilles atlas, 1755
 Prichards maps, 1843
 Lizars general atlas, ca. 1850
 Molls atlas minor, ca. 1850
 Recuile das voyages, 1674
 Purdy South-Atlantic chart, 1822
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Acquisition—83442. E.G. Allen. Purchased 8/12/1905. 
 Bartholomew, J.C. ed., Survey gazetteer of the British Isles, London, Newnes, 1904

Acquisition—83443. 16 items, W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh. Purchased 8/18/1905 
 Comm. South Africa in sheet
 Royal atlas
 H.V. map in sheet
 Chinese empire in sheet
 Commercial atlas
 Comm. Scotland on cloth
 Set 6” globe covers
 Set 12” globe covers
 Unrivaled classical atlas
 Railway England in sheet
 Railway Scotland in sheet
 Railway Ireland in sheet
 Geographical Scotland in sheet
 Cycling Northern Ireland in sheet
 Cycling Southern Ireland in sheet
 16 sheets 3 mile to one inch map of Scotland
 23 sheets 3 mile to one inch map of England

Acquisition—83440. 24 items, E.G. Allen. Purchased 8/31/1905 
 Plan of the Tower of London
 Hawkins Plan of Quebec, 1845
 Park’s Connecticut, 1766
 Rocque’s Chibucto Harbor, 1750
 Plan of Paris, 1758
 Duval, France, 1680
 De Fer, Geographie, 1717
 Atlas minimus, 1758
 Het Groote Taferell, 1720
 American caricatures
 Portulano MSS
 Preparing John Bull for Congress by Cruikshank
 8 drawings, 1 engraving & 4 maps
 Mississippi Raree Show
 Orographical Africa, sheets
 Stanford’s new 4 inch map of London
 Stanford Map of Siberian Railway
 Stanford. Library map of North America
 Stanford. Geographical Cyprus
 Stanford. 2 inch map of Zanzibar
 War Office maps – Tiebling, Mukden, Harbin, Ninguta, Vladivostock
 War Office map. Country around Vladivostock
 Illum. MS Portulano, 1640 in folding oak boards
 Peeters. Atlas, 1684
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Acquisition—83447. Received by Hammond. Purchased 9/5/1905 
 Betts portable globe
 Picture of map of the world, sheets
 Map of geographical terms, sheets
 Comparative series world, sheets
 Atlas of the world’s industries

Acquisition—83293/83440. Voynich, London. Offered 8/14/1905 
 MS. Portolano, 1640

Acquisition—83294. Voynich, London. Offered 8/14/1905 
 Honter, J., Rudimenta Cosmographia, Zurich, Fröscher, 1848

Acquisition—83295. Voynich, London. Offered 8/14/1905 
 Honter, J., Rudimenta Cosmographia, Zurich, Fröscher, 1581

Acquisition—85944. Stanford, London. Purchased n.d. 
 Stanford, Edward, Map of a part of the Republic of Columbia

Acquisition—859445. Received by Hammond. Purchased 9/25/1906 

 Habenicht. South America. Sheets.

Acquisition—859446. Received by Hammond. Purchased 9/6/1906 

 22 topographical maps ass’d Pergamoid (?)
 Habenicht. Map of the world. Sheets
 Habenicht. Map of North America, sheets

Acquisition—84482. Henry Stevens, Son & Stiles. Purchased 9/22/1905 

13 manuscripts:  
 Carte du Lac Champlain, 1740
 Plan of Long Island Sound, 1777
 Plan of Halifax Navy Yard,
 Plan of Halifax Dock Yard,
 Carte du Fleuve St. Louis,
 Map of Mouth of the Mississippi,
 Plan du Fort Conde, 1743
 Plan du Fort Septentrional, 1749
 Carte de Louisiana (2)
 Sketch of Camden, 1780
 Panorama of St. Jago de Cuba
 Plan of Point a Pitre

12 printed maps: 
 Seller, John. Atlas Terrestris
 Arrowsmith, A., The World, 1794
 Arrowsmith, A., The World, 1799
• Map of the United States, 1833
• Robertson. Jamaica (4 maps) 1804
 Carolina, map of (c. 1685)
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 Virginia, map of (1680-1690)
 English Empire in American, map of
 Brown. Correct of N. & S. America, 1809
 Baker, South America
 Map of N. & S. America, 1794
 Seat of the War in New England, 1775

Acquisition—84517.  Nijhoff, The Hague.  Purchased by Phillips 9/23/1905 
 Mercator et Hondius, 1633
 Schotanus, Heerlykheit Friesland, 1718
 Visscher, Atlas minor
 Voorne. Gaertboeck, 1695
 Makenzie. Orcadischeeilanden, 1728
 Krayenhoff. Carte de la Hollande.
 Kietert etc. Handatlas der erde.
 Recueil de plans des portes et rades.
 Melvill van Carnebee. Atlas v. Nederl. Indie
 Kuyper, Gemeents-Atlas. 7 vols.
 Valdes. Carta de la corta de Espana.
 Atlas v. h. Hoogheemraadschen Delflant
 Visscher. Atlas minor. Variea tabulae geographicae.
 Pynappel. Atlas v. Oost-Indie.
 Atlas v.h. Hoorgheemraadschap Rhynland 1746
 Bos’ Schoolatlas
 Beekman en Schuiling Schoolatlas v. Nederland.
 Gelder. Schoolatlas.
 Dornseiffer, atlas.
 Beekman & Schuiling Schoolatlas v. Nederland.
 Gelder. Schoolatlas.
 Dornseiffer, atlas.
 Beekman & Schuiling. Schoolatlas der Aarde.
 Jaeger. Atlas der Nederlanden.
 Kuyper. Atlas v. Nederland, with index.
 Loth. Kaart van Guiana
 Moseberg. Kaart v. Suriname.
 Kaart v. Demerary.
 Nieuwe gemeten Kaart v. d. Berbica.
 Generale carte van Suriname.
 Plan v. d. Paardenbaai v. Aruba.
 Caerte v. d. rivier Demerary.
 Caerte v. d. rivieren v. Suriname.
 Algemeen Kaartje van Suriname.
 Platte grond van Berbice.
 Hiemck. Plan of Paramaribo.
 Vos. Kaart v. Guyana.
 Malte Brun. Geographie-atlas.
 Vernet. Port de Fredericsbourg.
 Fokke. Vanderl. Historie.
 Seutterus. Nori Belgii delineatti.
 Orage. Cause par l’impot du thé
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 Algemeen staatkundige plaat with text.
 9 maps of America and West India and 1 atlas by Derfelden & Hindenstein., sent by W.P.
van Stockum & Son, The Hague.

Acquisition—83296. to 83297.  Maggs, London. Offered 8/12/1905 
 N. (N.) America, or an exact description of the W. Indies, London, 1655.
 Bougard, R. (Sieur). Le petit flambeau de la mer, Havre, 1752.

Acquisition—85464. Breslauer, Berlin. Purchased 
 Güssefeld, F.L. Charte über die XX vereinigten Staaten v. Nord America.

Acquisition—84372 to 84429. Friederichsen, Leipzig. Selected 
 Suriname, Kaart van, 1905
 D’Almonte y Muril, Enrique. Isla de Luzon, 1896
 Basurco, M. Santiago. Mapa del Ecuador, 1884
 Bianconi, F. Mapa. . . los Est. Unid. D. Venezuela, 1889
 Lacoste, Ch. Muevo Mapa d. Am. Cent. Y Antilles
 Morgenstern, Wisner de. Carte topogr. . . Paraguay, 1885
 Toeppem, Hugo. Kartenskizze v. Paraguay, 1885
 Uruguay, Mapa  … 1884
 Nolte, Ernest. Plano …Buenos Aires
 Nolte, Ernest. Plano latastral … Entre-Rios, 1892
 Rohde, Jorge J. Mapa… Limay y Nenquem y las Prov. Chilenas, 1886
 Sapper, Prof. Dr. Carl. Höhenschichtenkarte d. Alta Verapaz (Guatemala), ‘01
 Sapper, Prof. Dr. Carl. Geogog. Karte d. Alta Verapaz, 1901
 Beyer, Carlos, Mapa…Paraguay, 1886
 Nolte, Ernest. Mapa …Buenos Aires, 1890
 Sievers, Prof. Dr. W. Karte d. Venezodanischen Gebirgslandes, 1887
 Sievers, Prof. D. W., Orig. Routenkarte d. Venezolanischen Cordillero
 Sievers, W. & L. Friederichsen. Geognost. Karte d. Venez. Cordillere
 Friederichsen, L. Dr. Siever’s Originalkarte d. V. Cordillere
 Friederichsen, L. Carta geogr. …Costa Rica, 1876
 Greytown & Colorado Rivers, etc. 1903
 Argentine Republic. Mappa … Argentina Republica
 Cintra, C. Coelho. Carta topogr. … Sta. Leopoldina, 1872
 Gonzalez, Meliton. Carta topogr. … Entre-Ricos, 1874
 Jannasch, Dr. R. Karte … Rio Grande do Sul., 1898
 Catharina & Parana
 St. Catarina, Mapa … 1905
 Planta de Regiaõ Nordeste … Sta. Catharina, 1905
 Deeke, José. Karte d. Distr. Itajky Hercilio, 1904
 Deeke, José Karte d. Distr. Itapocú d. Kol. Hansa, 1904
 Deeke, José. Karte d. povoaçã Neu-Bremen, 1904
 Buenos Aires, Plano Directario de.
 Raleigh, Sir Walter. Karte v. Guyana, 1595. Facsimile
 Friederichsen, L. Orig. karte d. Dirk Gerritz-Arch.
 Jerrman, L. Skizze d. Flussgebietes d. Rio Ipané, 1896
 Jerrman, L. Skizze d. unteren Laufes d. Rio Igatimi, 1898
 Jerrman L. Skizze d. Gran Salto Guayrá, 1896
 Wolf, Dr. Th. Mapa del Ecuador … 1882
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 Salderos, Gaserias y Friorificans d. Rio da la Plata, 1901
 Wolf, Dr. Th. Plano d. Guayaquil, 1887
 Krauss, Carlos. Mapa d. Rio Doce., Rio d. Janeiro, 1866
 Kraus, Carlos. Mapa d. colonias d. Mucury, 2 sheets
 Mappa Geral d. Terrar d. Municipio d. Curitiba, 186-
 Taulois, P. L. Mappa d. parte d. prov. D. Sta. Catharina, 1867
 Krauss, Carlos. Mappa Geral … Leopoldina, S. Isabel, 1866
 Krauss, Carlos. Mappa da parte sept. d. … Espirito Santo
 Moreno, F. P. Carte gén. d.l. part. merid. … Rep. Argentino et di Chile
 Dêl illeg
 Rotmann, F. Karte … Rep. Paraguay
 Wyoski, Dr. Jordan. Plano gen. d.l. … frontera, Buenos Aires, 1877
 Wyoski, Dr. Jordan. Plano topogr. div. sud. d.b. Aires, 1877
 Wyoski, Dr. Plano topogr. div. d. Bahia Blanca
 Wyoski, Dr. Plano topogr. … div. Costa Sud. B.A.
 Hoeh, Francisco. Plano … oper. Militares, 1884
 Moreno, T.L. Mapa geogr. y. corogr. … Rep. d. Bolivia, 1890
 Hoya del Lago Titicasa, Carta d.l. y da las vias. etc. 1879
 Cunningham, S.C. Croquis d. terr. Arancano, etc. 1860
 Cariaga, L.G. y Saenz. Plano topogr. … Puebla, 1863

Acquisition—83478. Harrassowitz, Leipzig. 
 Ptolemaeus. Mathematicae constructionis liber primus … a Erasmus Rheinholt. Viteberg,
1548 & Caspar Peucer. De dimensione terrae … Wittel, 1554. 2 works bound in one. 

Acquisition—84274 to  84282.  Harrassowitz, Leipzig. Purchased by Phillips 
 Zeiller, Martinus. Itinerarium Hispaniae oder Kaiss Beschreibung. Nürnberg, 1637
 Janesonius, Joannis. Atlas minor das ist eine kurtze jedoch … Amsterdami, 1651
 Valk, Gerard. Nova totius geographica … Amsterdami
 Schenk, Peter. Neuer Sächsischer atlas enthaltend … Amsterdam, 1752
 Karpen, Alb. Van. Orbis terrarium antiquus in scholarum … Gotha, 1884
 Wolkenhauer, August. Beiträge zur geschichte der Kartographie … München, 1904.
 Almonte y Muriel, Enrique d’Isla de Luzon … Madrid, 1883.
 Geerz, F. Geschichte der geographischen vermessungen … Madrid, 1883
    Weller, Hugo Ewald. August Petermaan als praktisch … Leipzig, 1903

Acquisition—84283.  Zahn & Jarnsch, Dresden, forwarded by Harrassowitz. 
  Maps of America (4)

Acquisition—84284 to  84286. Alfred Lorenz, forwarded by Harrassowitz. 
  Berti, P. Tabularum geographicarum contractarum. Amstelodami, 1608
  Berhaus, Heinrich and others. Physikalischer Atlas.  Gotha, 1892
  Homann, Johann Baptista. Neuer atlas … Nürnberg

Acquisition—84293. Harrassowitz, selected from Koehler’s Antiquariat Cata. 565. Purchased 
by Phillips 

  Homann, Johann Baptista. Atlas geographicus maior

Acquisition—84109.  Harrassowitz. Purchased by Phillips 
  Maps, Collection of 520 maps
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Acquisition—83573.  List & Francke, Leipzig. Offer made to Phillips 
 Ortelius (Abr.) Theatrum orbis terrarium. C. offigie et 115 tabulis. Parergen s. verteris ge-
ogr. tabulae. Nomenclator Ptolemaicus. Antverpiae, 1595 

Acquisition—84711.  Jos. Baer & Co., Frankfurt A.M. Sent on approval 
 Resurin, Charte v. Stadt & Hafen Bosotn, 1776
 Liechtenstern. Charte v. Nord & Süd-America, 1807
 Bailleul. L’Amerique, 1752
 Reyes, Carta do Estado do Uruguay, 1857
 Erichsen, Nyt carte over Jsland, 1780
 Meissner’s Erörterdingen zu seiner Karte v. Deutschland
 Pharus-Atlas Deutscher Städte. Gruppe I
 Köhlers Schul & Reisen-Atlas.
 Atlas of the Russian empire, 1792.

Acquisition—N/A. Geiger, Stuttgart. 
 Plan of Ebenezer

Acquisition—N/A. Gerschel, Stuttgart. 
 Mitshel, Amérique septentrional, 1777
 Müller, Mappa Bohemiae, 1720
 Atlas beginning with Map of Asia, 1800
 Atlas beginning with Map of Europe, 1743
 Atlas beginning with Map of Oest & Westl. [illeg.] Halbkugel, 1817
 Homann-Hüber, Kleiner Atlas scholasticus

Acquisition—N/A. Halle, München, forwarded to Hiersemann. Purchased by Phillips 
5/2/1905 

 Nortier, Piere Les Forces 1720
 Koeler, L.D. Atlas 1700
 Amerika, Karte 1700

Acquisition—84349.  Rosenthal, München.  Offered by Rosenthal 9/21/1905 

 Maximilianus Transylvanue. De Moluccis insulis, itemqu aliis pluribus mirandis … bound
up with 5 16th century tracts. Paris, Viart, 1522.

Acquisition—84714.  Rosenthal, München.  Library of Congress offered $300 to Rosenthal 
 Ptolemaeus. Cosmographia … with Ruyschnap. Romae, 1507

Acquisition—84484.  Rosenthal, München. Purchased 
 Ortelius, Abraham. Theatrum orbis terrarium. Antwerp, A. Coppenius Diesth, 1570

Acquisition—84957.  Guenther, Paris. Purchased by Phillips 

 Blochet, E. Contribution à … la cartographie, 1818
 Roehricht, R. Marine Sanudo sen. Als Kartograph Palästinas
 Sainte-Croix, Observations géographiques.
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Acquisition—84864.  Terquem, Paris. Purchased by Phillips 
 Auville. Eclaircissement
 Demos. Nouvel atlas.
 Lesage. Atlas
 Buffier, Géographie
 Bion. Usage de globes
 Siewein. Carte de France
 Siewein. Carte de Europe
 Siewein. Carte de Asie
 Siewein. Carte de Amérique
 Atlas de Géographie (3)
 Lorsignol. France & Colonies, 2 vols.
 Schnitzler, Atlas historique
 Dufour Atlas
 Robiquet, Atlas historique, 3 vols.
 Cartes de France (15)
 Cartes d’environs de Paris (9)
 Atlas in-fol.
 Allemagne, 210 planches, 3 vols.
 Allemegne, 105 planches, 2 vols.
 Pays Bas, 33 planches
 Houdins Carte Géographique
 Amérique Septentrionale
 Ortelius Theatrum Orbis
 Lapie, Atlas Classique
 Dufour, Atlas physique
 Brue. Atlas de Géogrpahie
 Paris au 17e Siecle
 Notice sur le Plan de Paris
 Atlas general de Géographie
 Atlas ancient Geogr. en general et en particulier (3)
 Ortelius. Abregé du Théatre
 Duval. Le Monde 1670, 2 vols.
 Anonymi Ravennatis, 1688
 La Guyane, 14 cartes, du 18eme siècle en 2 etuis
 Bernard Adams Bremente
 Francio Legalle. L’Amerique a. t. elle droit
 Cordeiro Hydrographie Africaine
 Hamy. Origines de la Cartographie
 Detimoni & Belgrano, Atlante
 Plan de Port au Prince en 1750, mss
 Plan de Vera-Cruz en 1798
 Chart of the East India, 4 feuilles
 Pilote de l’ile de St. Dominique
 Provincias de Santiago
 Mot, Mapa de Buenos-Aires
 Amerique devisee
 Amerique ou Indes occidentale
 Carte de theater de la guerre
 Description de l’Asie
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 Lapie Atlas
 Cartes en 5 feuilles collées sur toile, Colombie & Costa Rica (2)
 Carte Pavie. Indo-Chine

Acquisition—85445. Terquem, Paris. Purchased by Phillips 
 Atlas, Delille. 1 vol. in-vol. Bd.
 Nieuwe Geographische, 1 vol.
 Brion. Table de la France

Acquisition—85410-85414. Fr. Perrella, Naples, sent to Nardecchia, Rome.  Recommended 
by Phillips 

 Ortelius, A. Teatro del Mondo. 1684
 Grotofeud, C.F. Zur geographie u. geschichte, 1840
 Paoli, C. Le carte dei Condi. 1883.
 Paulus, E. Erklärung … 1866

Acquisition—84921.  Source not listed. Purchased and paid for by Phillips 11/11/1905 
 Map of the U.S. by John Mellish, Philadelphia, 1818 Monin, V., Petit Atlas National, Paris
[1841] 
 Carta esferica de una part del canal Viejo de Bahama, 1799
 Amerique du Nord. Par A.H. Dufour, 2 sheets, Paris, 1840
 Goldsmith, Oliver.  Poems and Plays, Dublin, 1777 Carey, H.C. and Lea, J., The Geogra-
phy, History and Statistics of America, London, 1823 
 Le Philosphe Negre et les Secrets des Grecs., London, 1764
 Les Incas. 3 vols., Paris, I’an III de la Republique Methode de Lever les Plans et les Cartes
de Terre et de Mer, Paris, 1750 
 Philippi Cluverii Introductionis in Universam Geographiam, Amsterdam, 1629
 Handkerchief map of Switzerland
 A New Map of the Western or Atlantic Ocean, London, 1740





 

 

 

The Philip Lee Phillips Map Society of the Library of Congress is named in honor of 

Philip Lee Phillips (1857-1924), the first Superintendent of Maps at the Library of Congress when 

the Hall of Maps and Charts was established in 1897.  

The group is a non-profit, voluntary association whose objective is to develop, enhance, 

and promote the work of the Geography and Map Division by advancing its publication, educa-

tion, exhibition, preservation and acquisition programs. 

 



 

 

 




